
Welcome from the Dean Faculty of 
Science and Technology

• Firstly, I would like to congratulate you on your 
success in your recent exams and in gaining a 
place to study here. 

• I would like to welcome you to our Faculty of 
Science and Technology, Chiromo Campus, which, 
as I am sure you are aware, is one of the world's 
Most beautiful campuses.

• We pride ourselves in our distinguished tradition 
of excellence in teaching, research and practice.

• Our courses are undoubtedly challenging and to 
succeed you will need to continue to work hard 
and to take full advantage of the many 
opportunities available to you. 



Faculty of Science and Technology: Where Your Future 
Begins

• Admission to FST is a key project of the Critical 
Thinking Initiative with the goal to foster 
independent thinking and responsible acting. 

• We promote interdisciplinary collaboration by 
building on disciplinary expertise and gives 
students the opportunity to analyze and reflect 
important societal problems.

• FST Also known as Chiromo Campus is a 
paramount Faculty that is known as a hub for 
knowledge and innovation since its inception. 

• Possessing qualities like freedom and 
responsibility, the faculty is globally acclaimed for 
its high-end education in M.I.N.T courses. 



Faculty of Science and Technology: Where Your Future Begins

• A FST study programme will give you a strong 
foundation in specialist knowledge, which you can then 
build on to achieve long-lasting success in an era of 
rapid and constant change in the world of science and 
technology.

• Studying at FST also gives you something extremely 
valuable: the ability to reflect on your knowledge and 
apply it in a variety of contexts. 

• FST degrees are recognized worldwide. Numerous 
careers are open to our graduates, in many fields, in 
the rapidly changing world of industry and research.



Faculty of Science and Technology: Where Your Future Begins

• In the first two years you will develop your core science 
skills, through lectures, tutorials, practical and design 
activities. 

• In your third and fourth years you will be able to decide in 
which areas you wish to specialize and become more 
closely involved in the research side of the Department.

• There will be many opportunities to develop your 
academic, professional and personal skills and you will be 
supported in this by our academics and support staff.

• I hope that you will take a proactive part in your studies 
and the wider College and Engineering Community so that 
your time here will be truly successful and rewarding.



Faculty of Science and Technology: Where Your Future Begins

• UoN educational mission involves training undergraduates, 
graduate students, and postdoctoral fellows to become 
creative and productive citizens; 

• This includes training to create knowledge, products, and 
services with value in our society and economy. Second

• Research mission entails the advancement of human 
knowledge, and the translation of this knowledge into 
innovative and revolutionary products amplifies the 
university’s societal benefit, and can thus be viewed as a 
natural extension of our research mission.

• Finally, in an evolving economy that clearly necessitates the 
development of new financial models to sustain public 
universities, which serve critical roles in educating a broad 
spectrum of our society, entrepreneurship can generate 
new and sustainable revenue streams, both directly and 
indirectly. 



Faculty of Science and Technology: Where Your Future Begins

• Official Websites: plenty of valuable information (generally) 
• Official Information –online 
• Official Websites: plenty of valuable information (generally)
• Faculty (program regulations, news, study program, deadlines, student 

support):
• Departmental (course information, publications, professor/assistant 

contacts): business, banking & finance dept.
• Student Administration «Kanzlei»(module booking, semester enrollment, 

address): students FST
• Boring yet important: –Print &Read the program regulations
• Fulfilling program requirements: Start early in Setting Up a Master Plan, 

Begin with mandatory Courses
• Sports: Tremendous Sporting and Recreational Facilities Accessible with 

students card,
• Safety
• Security



COVID-19 and HIV Are Still Upon 

Us... 

• Non-profit clubs aiming to enhance 
knowledge exchange between active students 
and alumni 

• Ongoing return to classroom teaching: FST 
masks strongly recommended/ UoN general 
requirement to wear masks in all courses.

• Mask requirement in public indoor spaces 
and at workspaces.

• Talks held by invited industry experts and 
academic researchers


